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Premium Economy seat

A great experience is about choice: freedom to move,
a space to ‘be’. We think that a journey should be as
rewarding as arriving at the destination.
Introducing Series 7 – Acro’s premium design experience.
When we designed our Series 7 Premium Economy seat
we decided to do it the right way – as a piece of furniture –
not a piece of equipment. Because when something is
beautifully designed it enhances the way people feel,
their experiences and the choices they make.
Good design is a way of life – Series 7 exemplifies this,
using Extraspatial Design to optimise hidden dimensions;
creating a seat that is beautifully simple, yet overflowing
with extraordinary features.
Crafted using the finest materials, Series 7 delivers
unparalleled legroom, class-leading width and full recline.
It also incorporates smart design features including personal
storage consoles, and an elegant single leaf table that not
only enhances the experience, but also increase the space
available to passengers. All of which make it the perfect
travelling companion.
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Series 7 enhancements
• Extraspatial Design optimises
the ‘space within the space’
• Class-leading 30” living space
width (A321 configuration)
• Unparalleled legroom from 34” pitch
• Premium Economy/
US Domestic First seat
• Wide and narrow body variants
• Elegant single leaf table
• Fully articulated seat pan
• Minimal profile literature pocket

Options currently available
Leg-rest
In-seat power
Eye level video screen
Crew step
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Acro seats exemplify the fundamental
design principle of simplicity and a complete
understanding of the aircraft cabin environment.
Positioned in the sweet spot where comfort,
robustness and weight are in perfect balance,
Acro seats offer the best solution for Economy
Class seating.
Acro has been designing, certifying and
manufacturing Economy Class aircraft seats since
2006 and now has 80,000 flying worldwide.

• Innovative personal stowage options
• Wide selection of customisable
trim and finish options
• Seat weight p/pax (including fabric
cover, foam, life-vest pouch and seat
belt, IFE provisioning): around 20kg
• Seat width: 467-552mm
(between armrest) depending
on seat and aircraft variant
• IFE display size of maximum 17”
• 16g and HIC certified

